Canadian Deafblind Association – BC Chapter
Extended Intervention Program
April – May 31, 2020

Objective: To use the activity packages for children and youth with deafblindness to engage in at
home. The Intervenors are to take each themed package (submitted weekly) and to modify or
adapt it to the abilities of the child/youth they are working with. The activity is to be broken down
into appropriate steps for the child/youth with strategies, including supplies needed and
communication tools (signs, object cues, picture cues, etc.), that will be presented to the parent.
The Intervenor may either support the child in performing the activities in person or virtually.
Each category will include stories, songs, crafts, games, life skills and activities that take into
account several aspects: the child’s abilities, the child’s deafblindness, the child’s communication
system, supplies easily obtained from within the home, potential life skills to be learned and who
will be supporting the child (Intervenor, parent, sibling, etc.).
The weekly categories are as follows:
• Fine Motor Skills
• Sensory Skills
• Life Skills
• Movement/Gross Motor Skills
• Social Emotional Skills
The Intervenor will support the child/youth and their family as best as they can either with direct
Intervention or using email, phone, and video-conferencing (Facetime, Zoom, What’s App, etc.).
Each child receives 20 hours of support, which may be divided as is best for the child, the family
and the Intervenor. The program must end May 31, 2020, as per direction from MCFD. These
hours are to include any preparation time for the activities, as well as any communication time
(email, video-conferencing, etc.) with the child and their family.
Many thanks to our team of Intervenors and Deafblind Specialists who dedicated their time to put this
program together:
Linda Mamer
Jean MacDonald
Bonnie Middlemiss
Dawn Turnbull

Cecilia Burgell
Paul Michaud
Joleen Turgeon
Tracey Vath

Please do not hesitate to contact me should you need further information.
HAVE FUN!
Sincerely,
Theresa Tancock
Family Services Coordinator, CDBA-BC
Assisting All Persons Who Are Deafblind to Achieve, With Intervention, the Best Quality of Life
th
Canadian Deafblind Association – BC Chapter 227 – 6 Street, New Westminster, BC V3L 3A5
P: (604) 528-6170 F: (604) 528-6174
theresa@cdbabc.ca
www.cdbabc.ca

SOCIAL-EMOTIONAL Activity Package
Areas to be covered:
- acknowledging and expressing feelings
- listening and paying attention
- positive self-image
- self-awareness/ social awareness
- co-operation

- awareness of other people's feelings
- accomplishments/ self-worth
- showing affection to friends/family relationship skills
- communication

SONGS
Songs About Feelings
HEY HEY WHAT’S YOUR MOOD TODAY?
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=kWGzMt3KvSU
HELLO, HOW ARE YOU?
(change speed on video to 0.75 for a slightly slower version)
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=tVlcKp3bWH8
FEELINGS SONG
(When I’m happy, I laugh/ when I’m sad I cry)
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=eMOnyPxE_w8
FEELINGS AND EMOTIONS SONG
(facial expressions and emotion words)
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=utZr0dPu5sk
IF YOU’RE HAPPY HAPPY HAPPY
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=l4WNrvVjiTw
IF YOU’RE HAPPY AND YOU KNOW IT
(slow playback speed to 0.75 for a slower version)
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=71hqRT9U0wg
THE MORE WE GET TOGETHER
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=-J3S4xFzU90
YOU CAN COUNT ON ME/ FRIENDSHIP SONG (BRUNO MARS)
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Msl2fl3h59I

Songs About Breathing
THE BREATHING SONG
(controlling your feelings by breathing- action song)
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=PoEqvoMoZsQ
BREATHING SONG
(blowing out a candle, snoring, etc)
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=QVGednjC1P8
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Songs and Rhymes
Tune: “Twinkle, Twinkle, Little Star”
I have feelings
You do too.
Let’s all sing about a few.
I am happy (smile)
I am sad (frown)
I get scared (wrap arms around self)
I get mad (make a fist and shake it)
I am proud of being me (hands on hips)
That’s a feeling too, you see.
I have feelings (point to self)
You do too. (point to a friend)
We just sang about a few.
WHO FEELS HAPPY TODAY?
(substitute “Happy” for different feelings and add different actions)
Who Feels Happy Today?
If you do, touch your nose this way
Who Feels Happy Today?
If you do, blink your eyes this way
Who Feels Happy Today?
If you do clap your hands this way?
Simple face puppets for intervenor to make and use in feelings songs:
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WHO DO WE APPRECIATE?
2-4-6-8 - Who do we appreciate?
Zachary! Zachary! Yaaaaaaayyyyy Zachary!
Woooo!
(simple version)
5-6-7-8 Who do we think is great?
Zachary! Zachary! Yaaaaaaayyyyy Zachary!
Woooo!

STORIES
Intervenor can use screen-share with student, put youtube video on mute, and use the pause button to
read at their own pace.

Identifying Feelings
FEELINGS
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=37w9JjUWN30
I FEEL
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=gqXX3yyvGI0
IN MY HEART: A BOOK OF FEELINGS
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=xIfLgHBwYx4
THE FEELINGS BOOK:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=gWGt3WnZGU0
GLAD MONSTER, SAD MONSTER
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=p2ogleIiZV0
THE COLOUR MONSTER
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=bpLmzxbeVmU
PLEASE MR PANDA
(kindness, sharing, manners)
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=w9UWV5gvo8A
CALM DOWN TIME
(how to calm down when feeling mad/sad)
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=fhigCvBtw5g
SHOULD I SHARE MY ICE CREAM?
(kindness, sharing, feelings)
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=mHCfEQEbxfw
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I LIKE ME
(positive self image)
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=VbhUZPA6kwE
PETE THE CAT AND THE MISSING CUPCAKES
(mistakes, forgiveness, friendship, emotions)
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=twwz9MOEzq4
PASS IT ON
(being kind to others)
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=N9BX2sO7Ph8

GAMES
Catch A Feeling
Draw different emotions on a ball or balloons
Pass to someone else in the house- they need to act out the emotion that they hand lands on- or say what
makes them feel that way
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Emotions Survey
Cut paper circles and draw a different emotion on each one
Put the circles in a baking tray
Now ask friends and family (skype! Video call! phone!) how they are feeling today and put an object (pom
poms, beans, pennies, etc) in the correct emotion

Other ways to make simple faces:

Make faces with play dough
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Email Feelings
Take screen shots on video chat of the child making different faces for different emotions. (or the emotion
that they are feeling at that moment)
Email the photos to a friend, teacher, or family member, asking them how they are feeling today!
Or take photos of the child with some of the paper plate emotion masks to email to a friend

I Spy Feelings 1
Use images of different faces (there is a folder of face images attached to this email) and take turns
saying “I spy with my little eye someone who looks _____”

https://www.notimeforflashcards.com/wp-content/uploads/2016/05/Emotions-cards-.pdf
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I Spy Feelings 2
Using simple face puppets/drawings you can say “I spy with my little eye someone who looks ___” and
then hold up an emotion puppet for the child to answer

I Spy Feelings 3
Use an online wheel chooser to spin and choose the feelings for you
(there are many different ‘wheel choosers’ online! They are usually used to randomly pick names in
classrooms- but you can put any words in them to pick from.. Use emotion words!)

Sharing Ice Cream Game
This game goes along with the SHOULD I SHARE MY ICE CREAM? book
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=mHCfEQEbxfw

https://www.sunnydayfamily.com/2016/09/sharing-activity-for-preschoolers.html
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Feelings Bingo
Make a simple chart of emotions for the child to use as a BINGO board
Call out emotions one by one, or act them out- the child then finds it on their card and covers it with a
marker

Guess The Feelings
(can use screen share- mute the video, and pause the video to take your time guessing)
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=MeNY-RxDJig

Simon Says
Play Simon says with the children substituting feeling phrases for the usual directions. For example, say:
“Simon says, look happy. ” In between commands you can ask them questions about those feelings, such
as “What makes you feel happy?”
(use any of the face crafts for prompts in this game!)

Animal Feelings
For any of the games that require the child to act out a feeling- you can ask them to be an animal at the
same time. “What would a sad cow sound like?” “what does a happy mouse look like?” or “simon says be
an angry cat!”
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Feelings Scavenger Hunt
Make a list of objects for the child to find around the house based on how the objects make them feel
Examples:
Something that I am proud of
Something that makes me laugh
Something that I like to eat
Something that I do not like
Something that I think is yucky
Something that I am good at
Something that I love to touch (can talk about how it makes them feel afterward)

Show And Tell
(a simplified version of the scavenger hunt!)
Ask the child to bring one item to show you. Can give a topic like “something that makes you happy”

What Am I? Guessing Game
Together with child pick and object, food, or animal, etc, and make a list of ways to describe this thing.
How does it feel to touch? smell? What does it sound like?
Once you have your list of clues- send the game to a friend, teacher, or family member (either in person,
through email or video chat) and encourage them to reply!

Online Party For A Friend
Plan a party with the child for a friend! This party can be an online meet up through zoom, etc. Plan any
decorations, food, songs, and games that you can all do together to celebrate the friendship. Let the friend
know how much the child appreciates them!

CRAFTS
Use the crafts in any of the feelings songs!
Or take a photo of the finished craft and email to a friend, family member or teacher!

Emotion Puppets
(can use in one of the feelings songs)

https://www.mamasmiles.com/simple-puppets-kids-can-make/
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Paper Plate Emotion Masks

https://www.notimeforflashcards.com/2011/05/paper-plate-emotion-masks.html

Mirror Me
-Explore different facial expressions and emotions in the mirror (or computer screen)
-paint or draw these expressions on the mirror
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Ways To Make Faces
Gather materials from around the house to make faces with different emotions
(or use food- like pasta!)
Take a photo and email it to a friend, family member, or teacher!
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Self Portraits and first name initials from play doh and items found around the house

https://www.sunhatsandwellieboots.com/2012/06/play-dough-portraits-fun-for-all-ages.html
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“I Spy” Binoculars
Binoculars out of toilet paper rolls
(Can play “feelings I spy” afterwards)
“I spy with my little eye- someone who is feeling happy/sad/angry”)
https://raeannkelly.com/mini-makers-tp-roll-binoculars-fall-walk/

Make A Medal Or Award
Make a medal for a family member or friend
What do you love about them? What are they really good at?
Mail or deliver the medal to the person (or take a photo and email)

Possible materials: cupcake liners, ribbons, cardboard, tinfoil, paper plates, jar lids

Friendship Bracelets
Make a friendship bracelet for a friend!
Can use pipe cleaners, string, yarn
For the beads- can use pasta, buttons, beads, cut up straws, air dry clay/dough)
Mail or Deliver the friendship bracelet to your friend
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LIFESKILLS
Acts Of Kindness
What is an act of kindness that the child can do for a friend, teacher, neighbours, or family member?
Ideas:
Share with a brother or sister
Give someone a hug
Help make a meal
Draw a picture for someone
Write a Thank You note
Make someone laugh
Give someone a High Five
Plan, prepare, and serve a snack to someone else in the family

Keeping In Touch
Help the child reach out to a friend, family member (who does not live at the same home) or teacher.
Ways to get in touch:
Write a letter and mail it
Video chat with a friend, family member, or teacher (can do this with the child on skype, zoom, etc)
Make a drawing or craft and send a photo of it to the person
Take photos of the child and send an email
Buy a gift, wrap it, and send it by mail or delivery (Right now- any simple gesture is considered a big gift,
since people are not able to go out to the stores as much!)
Mail or deliver the medal that the child made for a loved one (or take a photo of it and email)
Mail or deliver the friendship bracelet
Can incorporate some of the facial expression crafts into the letter or email.

Kindness Postcards
(encouraging notes to send to people that the child knows)
https://growingbookbybook.com/writing-activities-kindness-postcards/
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Showing Thanks To Members Of The Community
Make a Thank you note or a thank you sign for the mail person
Make a Thank you sign for doctors and nurses to put in the window or on a tree outside
Make an uplifting sign to put in the window for the neighbours to see
Paint rocks and then put them outside to spread joy to people who walk by
Make a Thank You sign to email to teachers or school staff (principals, secretaries, etc)

Thankful Hands

Fingerprint Hearts
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